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Abstract 
Example higher-order programs are presented in the style of Hoare logic and refinement 
calculus, as motivation for a study of weak (lax) coexponents in categories of predicate 
transformers. The preordered category of monotonic predicate transformers between powersets 
is shown to have weak components that give an operationally sound predicate transformer 
semantics to higher-order programs and designs. The semantics is for stored programs, 
orthogonal to (but compatible with) procedures and parameter passing. The weak coexponent 
is not unique, and may be chosen to represent all designs in refinement calculus, or to represent 
only feasible programs, or only total deterministic programs. For the latter alternative there is 
a complete axiomatization in terms of program level laws of refinement, for positively conjunc- 
tive predicate transformers. A different alternative makes all program specifications representa- 
ble. The results exemplify both the benefits and the limitations of categorial axiomatizations of 
program constructs. 
1. Introduction 
In the literature on imperative programming methods (e.g. [25,18,14]), program 
derivations are often “generic” in the sense that only certain properties of the data are 
needed. Often the generality of the derivation is merely pointed out in a side comment, 
or left to the reader to find. In practice, however, such generality is often exploited 
explicitly. For example, a sorting procedure sort can take as a procedure type 
parameter that comparison procedure camp. The precondition of sort is that camp 
computes a total order R on the data; the postcondition of sort is that the output list is 
a permutation of the input and is sorted with respect to R. A large program might 
have calls to sort for several different data types and orders. Various kinds of 
generality and flexibility are combined in so-called object-oriented programming, for 
which the essential program constructs are type extension and procedure type variables 
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[43, lo]. Our work seeks to extend to such constructs the methods of program 
derivation already established for simple imperative programs. This paper is about 
procedure variables, i.e. stored programs (and parameters, thanks to the standard 
connection between variables and value and result parameters). Type extension is the 
subject of related work [36,38] discussed in Section 6. The time is not yet ripe to 
tackle more powerful notions like the polymorphism and more elaborate forms of 
subtyping. 
Many conventional imperative languages have typed procedures as a data type (e.g. 
Modula-2). That is, procedures can be assigned to variables and passed as parameters. 
Previous treatments of procedures in predicate transformer semantics (e.g. [27,32]) 
were based on the “copy rule” (also known as “beta conversion”). The copy rule is 
adequate for procedures as an abbreviation (i.e. procedure constants and pass-by- 
name parameters), built not for predicate transformer semantics of procedures as 
storable data (i.e. procedure variables and pass-by-value parameters) - because there 
is nothing to copy. Procedure constants are also treated in the logic-oriented meth- 
odology literature (e.g. [44]), but procedure variables are not. In the terminology of 
denotational semantics, the distinction is described in terms of the “environment” 
versus the “store”. A virtue of predicate transformer semantics is that the store need 
not be represented explicitly, but the distinction is still important. 
Here we give predicate transformer semantics for higher-order programs, by which 
we mean programs with procedure variables. The constructs used in such programs 
are Currying or assignment to a variable of procedure type, and execution of (the value 
of) such a variable. Our semantics is independent from procedure and parameter 
mechanisms: the technical treatment is for program type variables since the distinction 
between the “procedure” and “main program” is hardly more than an operating 
system design decision. The examples in Section 2 do use conventional procedure 
notations. The copy rule is still needed to account for the association between named 
programs (i.e. procedure constants) and their names. 
Our semantics applies not just to “healthy” [13,15] predicate transformers (which 
represent feasible programs) but to all monotonic predicate transformers, the stan- 
dard model of “refinement calculus” [3,34]. The basic idea of refinement calculus is to 
enrich the space of programs by adding mathematical entities and constructs that are 
useful in systematic program derivation; e.g. specifications are just “abstract pro- 
grams”. Entities and constructs used in intermediate design steps need not be feas- 
ible - or even intuitively meaningful - provided they can be eliminated to produce 
feasible code. Specification and program constructs are freely intermixed; henceforth 
we use the term design to include specifications, programs, and hybrids. Our semantics 
of stored programs provides a foundation for a conventional Hoare logic, as is 
emphasized in the examples of Section 2; but the technical treatment of Sections 4 and 
5 emphasizes design level laws of refinement, avoiding issues like aliasing that pertain 
to data-level variables. 
Program constructs like sequential composition can be applied to all kinds of 
designs. When applied to programs, the usual constructs yield programs, which is 
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reflected by the fact that they preserve healthiness conditions such as conjunctivity, 
continuity, and strictness (Dijkstra’s law of the excluded miracle [13]). Cartesian 
products and disjoint unions of state spaces (see Section 3) also preserve healthiness 
conditions. In contrast, for higher-order designs we are faced with a choice between 
a data type of programs and a data type that includes all designs. A data type of 
programs has constructors that yield programs when applied to the same; on the 
other hand, a data type of designs fits better with the full calculus of designs because 
more program properties can be specified. It turns out that the data type of positively 
conjunctive predicate transformers is a promising intermediate choice. This paper 
explores the alternatives rather than recommending particular choices for practical 
use. 
The semantics is given in a very simple mathematical setting, namely that which 
equates predicates with subsets of a state space. By working model-theoretically, we 
can extend the refinement calculus to higher-order designs without confronting the 
complexities of a formal type system and logic for refinement calculus. By using 
(categorially axiomatized) design combinators, we avoid the complication of logics 
with data-level variables which have proved quite difficult to model [31,40]. Our 
results indicate that predicate transformer semantics has promise for coping with 
some of these difficulties. Perhaps the most sophisticated logic for higher-order 
imperative programs is Reynolds’ Specification Logic [44,46], which uses special 
nonintereference predicates; in contrast, predicate transformer semantics reduces 
some issues of interference to the standard predicate calculus quantifier rules (but it 
cannot deal at all with some forms of interference). Just as in functional programming 
[6,9.30], a very promising approach is to eliminate unnecessary variables altogether, 
working as much as possible at the design level instead of the data level. And, as in 
functional programming, category theory leads the way (though it is downplayed in 
the sequel). 
Higher-order programs have well-known domain-theoretic semantics (e.g. [46]), in 
which continuity plays a prominent role. Continuity is crucial for the semantics of 
higher-order programs acting on data of their own type (“reflexive types”) as in 
“untyped” languages like LISP and pure lambda calculus. Here we only treat simply 
typed programs, avoiding the need for reflexive domains. 
Perhaps because of the emphasis on continuity, domain-theoretic semantics has not 
been given to specifications and designs in the generality that is needed for a refine- 
ment calculus. Elsewhere we investigate predicate transformers for ordered data types, 
including type extension and higher-order programs [36]. Whereas the contribution 
of the present work is to show how to interpret higher-order programs in the nai’ve 
powerset model, our work on ordered data types does use topological structures 
related to those used in domain theory. 
Section 2 gives examples of higher-order programs, indicating the practical import 
of such programs and showing that to specify and develop them we need to treat 
program specifications as predicates. This leads to an informal introduction of our 
semantics. Section 3 reviews the usual set-theoretic model of predicate transformers, 
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emphasizing types and defining the design-level construct for the Cartesian product of 
state spaces, i.e. the weak coproduct (perhaps better called “lax”). Although the weak 
coproduct has appeared only recently [37,28], we only develop its theory to the 
extent that it is needed for the theory of higher-order programs. In Section 4 we give 
a semantics of higher-order programs and prove a few key properties. Section 
5 addresses the tradeoff between a data type of programs and a data type of designs; 
the focal issue is the representation of specifications as state predicates. Section 
5 slightly modifies the definitions of Section 4 to help balance the tradeoff. Section 
6 discusses related work; in particular, it indicates the category-theoretic way to 
obtain some of our results, and discusses shortcomings of that approach. 
Although the present work is based on the theory of preordered categories, the 
exposition here is quite elementary, for the benefit of programming methodologists. 
Except for a few remarks and summary theorems, the only prerequisites are naive set 
theory and predicate calculus (in hints, “sets” and “P.c.“). Section 2 presumes some 
familiarity with the derivation of imperative programs and with Pascal-like syntax. 
Here is a summary of the binding power of symbols, in rows ordered by decreasing 
binding power. 
. (left assoc. function applic., binds tightest) 
+X@DnU I_-++-+ -+ 
=EEE 
AV 
YE! z$G (bind least tightly) 
We write& as an abbreviation for (f. x), and sometimes omit the subscript. Quantified 
expressions are written using the explicit range notation commonly used in work on 
programming methodology [ 15,251, e.g. ( V x : P : Q) means “for all x such that P, Q”. 
Uncommon symbols are explained as needed. 
2. Higher-order programs and refinement calculus 
This section briefly introduces refinement calculus and demonstrates the use of 
procedure type parameters. It also informally introduces the semantics, and concludes 
with a brief comparison with Specification Logic. Subsequent sections of the paper 
investigate predicate transformers as a model of the calculus, justifying various 
constructs and properties that are blithely postulated in this section. The book 
Programming in Oberon [43] has substantial example programs using stored proced- 
ures, but I am not aware of methodological investigations of program derivation with 
stored procedures. However, there have been extensive studies of procedure constants 
and pass-by-name procedure type parameters, including textbooks [ 18,441. 
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2. I. Refinement calculus 
Hoare triples {P} S {Q} assert that when executed in any state satisfying predicate 
P, program S terminates and establishes Q. In order for Q to refer to the initial state, 
one uses specijcation constants (sometimes called logical variables): if P and Q depend 
on specification constant X, then 
(P.X} S{Q.X} 
is interpreted to mean 
(VX::{P.XJS{Q.X}) . 
Here X cannot occur in S (hence is “constant” with respect to S). We sometimes need 
to make the scope and interpretation of X explicit by writing’ 
I[conX*{P.X}S{Q.X}]I . (1) 
Here and below we use l to separate declarations from their scopes, and funny 
brackets I[ and ]I to delimit scopes. 
The refinement relation ScS’ (read “S refines to S”‘) expresses that 
(PI S(Q) implies {P} S’{Q} (for all P,Q). 
(Mnemonic: lower is worse.) In addition to the usual program constructs and primi- 
tive programs (assignment, skip, abort, procedure calls, control constructs, etc), the 
refinement calculus includes the specification construct* [... 7 . ..I. For predicates 
P and Q, the design [P 9 Q] is the lowest S such that {P} S {Q}. Formally, we have for 
any design S 
(P)S{Q} iff [PYQ]ES . (2) 
The specification construct is often combined with the constant construct. If P and 
Q depend on X then 1 [con X l [P X 9 Q . X]] 1 satisfies, for any S, 
(VX::{P.X)S{Q.X)) iff I[conX*[P.XTQ.X]]JcS (3) 
We take (1) to be an abbreviation for the right-hand side of (3). Explicit definitions of 
I[con*...]I and [...Y ...I are given in Section 3 (see (19), (20)). 
Instead of using (3) to justify abandonment of one or the other style, we use it to 
move freely between different but equally useful formulations. It is not entirely wrong 
to say that formulations involving the refinement relation are convenient for algebraic 
manipulation of program structure whereas formulations using Hoare triples are 
convenient for succinct derivation and presentation. Notations for designs are neces- 
sary, since designs are the central objects of interest; notations for data values -- 
program variables and specification constants ~ are in additional burden that can 
1 Morgan and Gardiner 1351 write $ for con, Morgan [34] writes con, and later we write u for it 
* See [33], but we write a large s-shaped comma 9. We have no need here for “frame variables”. 
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sometimes be avoided. We aim for streamlined reasoning at the design level 
[21,6,9,34] instead of reasoning at the data level - that is, we wish to avoid variables 
ranging over states or data values. To that end, Sections 4 and 5 focus on key 
refinement laws. 
The examples comprising the next subsections are not full derivations but merely 
highlights; they do not feature reasoning at the design level. The notations are chosen 
for familiarity, for which reason they use parameters more than procedure variables. 
2.2. Example: finding the maximum 
Below is a procedure jindmax that finds the maximum value in an array - max- 
imum with respect to a total order R (on the data type 7’) that is computed by 
a function procedure r. (Although it is not relevant to our discussion, this development 
is also parametric in T.) The parameter Y is of type CompFun which is defined by 
type CompFun = procedure(x : T; y : T) : Boo1 
i.e. function procedures that take two (value) parameters of type T and return 
a Boolean. The keyword var is used to designate value/result parameters; other 
parameters are passed by value. The code forfindmax is 
procedure $ndmax(r : CompFun ; a : array [O.. 100) of T; var m : T); 
I[vari:int* 
m,i:= a[O], 1; 
do i< 100-t 
if r(m,a[i])+ m:= a[i] 
l~r(m,a[i]) + skip 
fi; 
i:=i+ 1 
od 
] 1 end jindmax 
The postcondition established by jndmax is that the result parameter m satisfies 
(Vj:O <j < lOO:a[j] Rm) 
under the precondition that R - a specification constant - is a total order and is 
computed by r in the sense that 
x R y = r(x, y) . 
The reader may care to formally specify and verify Jindmax before reading further. 
One is tempted to formalize the precondition for jindmax as something like 
(R is a total order)/\ (Vx,y::xRy = r(x,y)) . (4) 
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This takes advantage of the usual syntax calls of function procedures. In (4) the 
expression r(x, y) denotes the value of function r. It denotes the same thing in the body 
ofjndmax - provided that r is indeed a “pure function”, with a determinate value and 
no side effects. 
Let us make a simple change: replace Y with a procedure rp of type 
type Compfro = procedure(x:T; y: T; var h:Bool) 
The changed jindmax is jindmaxp: 
procedure,findmaxp(rp: CompPro;a :array[O..lOO) of T; varm: T); 
I[ var i : int ; c : Boo1 l
m,i:= a[O], 1; 
do i< lOO+ 
rp(m, a Cd, c); 
if c + m := a [i] 
C lc + skip 
fi; 
i:=i+ 1 
od 
] 1 end jndmaxp 
In this formulation we cannot avoid the distinction between procedures and math- 
ematical functions. To express that rp computes relation R we use pre- and post- 
conditions, in the Hoare triple 
jx=X~y= Y}rp(x,y,b){b-XRY) 
in which X and Y are specification constants.3 
In order to use (5) as a precondition forfindmaxp, care must be taken that X, Y are 
local to the specification of rp whereas the scope of R includes both precondition and 
postcondition. We define the precondition offindmaxp to be: R is a total order and 
I[conX, Y- {x = X A y = Y}rp(x,y,h){b = X R Y}]l (6) 
For brevity the precondition “R is a total order” is omitted below. The postcondition 
of,findmaxp is, as before, 
(Vj:O <j < lOO:a[j] Rm) . (7) 
Note that the universal quantification in (4) corresponds to the specification constants 
X, Yin (6) (which will be instantiated in the annotation of the call of procedure rp in 
jindmaxp). 
A Note that we used standard syntax for definition of type CompPro; but whereas the usual accounts [43] 
take the variables x,y,h to be placeholders in the definition, we use them in specifications. Predicates 
applicable to variables of type CompPro will include specifications whose pre- and post-conditions may 
have x,y,h free ~ just as the specification associated with a procedure constant like findmax refers to Its 
formal parameters. 
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Below isJindmaxp with key annotations and justifying hints. The loop invariant is 
(6)~ (Vj:O<j< i:a[j]Rm) . 
The scope of R includes the pre- and post-conditions ofJindmaxp; X’, Y’ are specifica- 
tion constants local to the body. 
procedure findmaxp(rp : CompPro ; a : array [O.. 100) of T; var m : T); 
{(6), i.e I[conX, Y*{x = XAY = Y}rp(x,y,b) {b = XR Y}]l) 
j[vari:int;c:Bool* 
1 [con X’, Y* 
m,i:=a[O],l;{(Vj:O<j<i:u[j]Rm),sinceRisreflexive} 
do i < lOO+ 
{(6)r\m = X’Aa[i] = Y’} 
rp(m, aCi1, c-1; 
{c E X’R Y’ and m = X’r,a[i] = Y’, hence c = mRa[i]} 
if c+m:= a[i] 
{( V j : 0 < j d i : a [ j] R m), since R is reflexive and transitive} 
OTC+ skip 
{(Vj:Odj6i:a[j]Rm),sinceRistotal} 
fi; 
i:= i + 1 
od 
{(7),i.e.(Vj:O<j< lOO:a[j]Rm)} 
] I] 1 end jindmaxp 
The assertions immediately before and after the call of procedure rp are justified by the 
usual [18,27,8,7,44] procedure call rule - substitution of actuals for formals in the 
procedure’s specification - except that the specification is a precondition associated 
with the parameter rp instead of being associated with a constant declaration. Since 
x, y are value parameters, the usual procedure call invariance rule allows the assertion 
of m = X’ A a [i] = Y’ after the call, whence c = m R a [i] which is needed for correct- 
ness of the rest of the program.4 
In summary, the rule for calling a procedure variable’ is like the rule for calling 
a procedure constant (i.e declared procedure): instantiate the procedure’s specification 
with the actual parameters (and substitute constant expressions for the specification 
constants in the procedure’s specification). There is an important difference. The 
specification of a procedure constant is associated with its declaration. In contrast, 
a procedure variable’s declaration defines only the type of the variable; and the 
specification is associated not with the variable but with the program using it, as 
a precondition for its use. In the example, rp is used in$ndmaxp and the specification 
of rp in a precondition offindmaxp. 
4A completely formal proof would also need that i is not changed by the procedure call. 
5 In the body of$ndmaxp, the value parameter rp is a local variable and could be the target of assignments. 
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The correctness of a procedure call depends on the correctness of the procedure 
called. In the case of procedure constants, the declaration includes the body of the 
procedure, and its correctness is a separate proof obligation in the sense of being 
antecedent to the correctness of the call. In the case of procedure variables, a “proced- 
ure body” is associated with the variable not by declaration but by assignment. For 
the variable to satisfy its specification is something to be established by assignment (or 
by supplying an actual parameter; the well-known relation between assignment and 
value parameters accounts for that). Consider the following use of$findmaxp. Let type 
T be integer, let arr, s, mx be variables of the right types, and let procedure constant 
atMost be declared as 
procedure atMost(x : int ; y : int ; varh : Bool); 
h:=x<y 
end atMost 
in the program6 
s := &Most; 
(I[conX, Y* {x = X r\y = Y}s(x,y,b){h = X < Y}ll) 
jkdmaxp(arr, s, mx) 
{( V’j:O<j < lOO:arr[j] d mx)> 
The procedure call rule justifies the assertions before and after the call to$findmaxp in 
this program; in particular, the relation d is substituted for R. Does the assignment 
to s establish the assertion that follows it? The assignment axiom gives the weakest 
precondition for s:= atMost to establish its postcondition above: 
I[conX, Y-(x = XAY = Y}atMost(.x,y,b) {b = X < Y)]j (8) 
That (8) holds is simply the correctness of procedure constant atMost - and here the 
copy rule would be used. 
2.3. Semantics 
Is it sound to use the assignment axiom (i.e substitution semantics, interpreting 
x:= e as substituting e for x in the postcondition) as in the preceding paragraph? If 
not, is the assignment axiom at fault or the use of a Hoare triple as a predicate? What . 
about other predicates on s such as s = &Most as a postcondition? In some im- 
plementations of s:= atMost, where s is merely a pointer to the code of atMost, the 
assignment does establish s = atMost. On the other hand, compilers often determinize 
programs or make them terminate more often (by monitored execution, subscript 
’ From a mathematical point of view, we may as well assign the program directly to s, writing s := (h := 
x < y) or perhaps s := (Ix&r: : b:= x < y) or s:= rh := x < yl: but some languages like Pascal and 
Oberon only allow procedure constants and procedure variables to be assigned to procedure variables. 
Other expressions of type procedure are conceivable, e.g. in s := (s’; s”); in a strongly typed language this 
still does not require a reflexive domain, although s:= (s: s’) presumably would. 
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range checking, etc.), so s = atMost is a questionable postcondition - which brings 
into question the usual substitution semantics for such assignments. 
A correct compiler does ensure that s ZatMost after execution of s:= atMost. This 
is sufficient since program specifications {P} S’(Q) are monotonic in S, in the sense 
that 
{P} S(Q) and S&S’ implies {P}S’{Q} (9) 
In fact for any K the predicate K ES is monotonic in S (this is just the transitivity of 
g ); thanks to (2) the triple {P} S{ Q} is just the special case where K is [P 7 Q]. The 
predicates used in the preconditions of our example programs are also monotonic, 
since they have the form 
I[conX*[P.X~Q.X]]I ES . 
The fact that K E S is anti-monotonic in K is the key to devising a monotonic 
program construct. Monotonicity of program constructs is essential for program 
development; to refine a subprogram is the most common way to refine a whole 
program. Assignments s:= e to procedure type variables s have the expression e as 
a subprogram (in contrast with assignments to other types, which have no subpro- 
grams), but if substitution semantics is used for assignments then s:= e is not 
monotonic in e. That is e c e’ does not imply (s := e) c (s := e’). (Note that s is 
a variable, not a subprogram, hence it is not subject to refinement.) Instead of using an 
assignment s:= e, which is equivalent to the specification command 
(10) 
the wise programmer prefers 
[e = E9.s 2E] . (11) 
Thanks to anti-monotonicity of sz E (as a property of E), (11) is monotonic in 
e (because strengthening of postconditions is refinement: if Q’ 3 Q then 
[P 7 Q] E [P 9 Q’]). Any reasonable implementation of s := e satisfies 
[e = E9s YE] cs:= e 
and more importantly 
eFe’ 3 [e = E,szE] Ls:= e’ . 
It is the monotonic construct (11) that we investigate in the sequel, rather than the 
usual predicate transformer interpretation of assignments (for procedure variables). 
For some implementations, strengthenings of (11) are appropriate, e.g. 
[e = E 9 s 2 E A (s is deterministic)] . (12) 
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Our investigation includes such options, e.g. a data type of disjunctive predicate 
transformers. 
The example design usingfindmaxp is now 
[atMost = E 9 s 3 E]; 
{I[conX, Y* ix = xr\y= Y}s(x,y,b) jh =x 6 Yi]li 
Jindmaxp(arr, s, mx) 
((V/j:0 <j < lOO:arr[j] < mx)} 
The assertion after [atMost = E 7s zE] is established thanks to (8) and standard 
refinement laws. 
Henceforth we deviate from the usual (context-dependent) syntax for the execution 
of procedure variables, writing “exec s” rather than just s for calls of procedure 
variables. For procedure constants the semantics of procedure calls is based on the 
copy rule: the name stands for the body, and the semantics of a call is just the 
semantics of the body. How can exec s where s is a variable, be interpreted as 
a predicate transformer? By quantifying over all possible values of s. In reasoning 
about the call rp(m, a[i], c ) injhdmaxp we infer from the precondition (6) that the call 
establishes its postcondition. Schematically, we infer our procedure type variable 
s that 
j[P~Q]~sr\P)execs{Q) (13) 
for whatever P, Q is of interest. For any P, Q , (13) should hold; using (3) we are led to 
quantify over P, Q: 
I[co~P,QY[[PTQ] LSAPTQ]]~ cexecs 
Since executing s should not be able to accomplish any more than s can accomplish, 
the left side is suggested as a definition of execs. But we need to quantify over all 
possible values K of s, not just those of the form [P,Q]. This is the gist of the 
definition of exec s: 
execs= I[conK,Q*[Krsr\K.QyQ]]J , (14) 
where K ranges over predicate transformers (so K. Q is the weakest precondition for 
K to establish Q). 
In (11) and (14) we have expressed the two operations are procedure type variables 
in terms of known constructs of refinement calculus. The main contributions of the 
work in the sequel are (a) to justify the soundness of this refinement calculus (using 
c or Hoare triples in predicates) by interpreting it in a standard model, (b) to 
investigate the algebraic laws enjoyed by higher-order programs, and (c) to investigate 
alternatives like (12): procedure variables ranging over feasible programs versus 
ranging over all predicate transformers (i.e. all commands). First, another example 
which can be skipped since the most important issues and constructs have already 
been introduced. 
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2.4. Example: iterating over a list 
Many problems can be expressed in terms of iterating over a data structure, e.g. 
applying an operation to each element of a list. The iterator itself, which takes as 
arguments the list and the operation to be applied, is a higher-order program. (In 
LISP it is a built-in function like “mapcar”.) The close connection between lists and 
list iteration is made explicit in languages based on algebraic or categorial definitions 
of types [ 11,9], where the messy indices in the following contrived example can 
perhaps be eliminated in favour of algebraic reasoning at the design level. 
Consider a program that is to update a bank’s database according to a series of 
deposit and withdrawal transactions. The input is an array of transaction records, 
each specifying an account number and an amount of money. In addition, deposit 
transactions are to be distinguished from withdrawals so that the proper operation 
may be applied. This can be achieved by a “transaction code” number for each record; 
then the operation that is iterated over the list of transactions makes a case distinction 
on the transaction code. Such an arrangement is hawed because the addition of a new 
type of transaction necessitates (a) an additional value for transaction code, (b) an 
additional subprocedure to handle the new transaction, and (c) a new case in the 
procedure that is iterated over the list of transactions. Using procedure types, (a) and 
(c) are not needed. Instead of a transaction code field, each transaction record has 
a procedure type field p whose value is the procedure for that type of transaction 
(perhaps implemented as a pointer to the code). The iterator merely executes the 
p field for each record. Adding a new type of transaction is done simply by assigning 
the new transaction procedure to records of that kind. 
Below is a schematic procedure iterate. The transaction records have type TRec 
defined as follows. 
type TRecProc = procedure (var x : T) 
type TRec = record p : TRecProc ; data : T end 
The parameter of procedure iterate is an array of Tree. The postcondition of iterate is 
the conjunction of postconditions Q.i desired for each record a[i] in the array a: 
(Vi:0 < i < N:Q.I’) (15) 
i.e. record a[i] satisfies Q. i for each i. The body of procedure iterate is straightforward. 
procedure iterate(var a: array[O..N) of TRec); 
1 [varj : int l 
j:= 0; 
doj< N+ 
exec a[j] .p(a[j].data); 
j:=j + 1 
od 
] I end iterate 
The expression a[i].p denotes the procedure field of the ith record, and 
execa[i].p(...) is a call of that procedure. The actual parameter is the data field 
a[i].datu of the ith record. The precondition for iterate to establish it postcondition is 
the conjunction of the precondition P.i for each procedure u[i].~ to establish Q.i, 
along with the Hoare triple asserting that each u[i].p does establish Q.i from P. i. 
That is, the precondition of iterate is 
(V’i::P.ir\R.i) (16) 
where R.i is the Hoare triple 
(P.i) execu[i].p(u[i].dutu) {Q.i) 
The invariant might be 
(Vi:O< i<j:Q.i)r\(Vi:j< i< N:P.iAR.i) , (17) 
for which execution of a [i] .p must not interfere with R . (i + k) or P. (i + k) for k > 0 
in order for the loop invariant (17) to be preserved by calls to a [i] . p. That is the case 
if, for example, a [i] . p has no globals and Q . i, P. i depend only on a [i] . data 
Another invariant might be 
(t/i:O<i<j:Q.i)r\P.jr\R.j, 
in which case u[i]. p needs to establish something like P.(i + 1) A R.(i + 1) 
2.5. Spe$mtion Logic 
Specification Logic [44,46] formalizes patterns of reasoning usually left informal. 
Logical combinations of Hoare triples are used, e.g. specification constants are 
explicitly bound by V. Implication is used to express the dependence of a program’s 
correctness on the correctness of the procedures that it calls. The astute reader may 
have noticed that in our examples, the procedure type parameters could be passed by 
name, in which case Specification Logic provides an alternative for proving them 
correct. But Specification Logic does not treat procedure variables (like s in the 
example use offindmuxp; moreover, the examples can easily be changed to use explicit 
procedure variables in place of parameters). The logic does not appear to lend itself to 
the calculational style of program derivation [9,30] for which refinement calculus was 
developed. On the other hand, Specification Logic provides fine-grained control of 
forms of interference like aliasing that render conventional Hoare Logic rules un 
sound; in contrast, refinement calculus and other programming logics settle for less 
subtle but simpler ways to preclude harmful effects of aliasing. Interference is not at 
issue in the sequel, because the semantics is given for simply typed predicate trans. 
formers and design-level combinators. 
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3. Predicate transformers and data types 
In the remainder of the paper we interpret predicates as subsets and commands as 
monotonic functions between powersets. This makes possible a sound but simple 
account of predicate transformer semantics of programs involving various data types. 
In particular, using typed predicate transformers sidesteps the need for reflexive 
domains, and using powersets sidesteps issues involving program variables. After 
a few basic definitions, this section introduces the algebraic constructor -N) which 
formalizes higher-order programs at the program level. The constructor 0, on which 
-+ is based, is defined and its key properties stated. Section 4 proceeds with the 
theory of -+. 
3.1. Preliminaries 
Forfto be a predicate transformer means that it is a monotonic function between 
the powersets. We write P.A for the powerset of a set A. For a function 
f~ P.A + P.B to be monotonic means (V~,cr’:cc E cc’:f.a ~f.cc’). We write 
P.A H P.B for the set of predicate transformers. The phrase “for any 
f E P.A H P.B” often abbreviates “for any A, any B, and any f~ P.A ++P.B”. 
For motivation it should be sufficient to recall the correspondence between func- 
tional programs p E B -+ A and (universally junctive) predicate transformers 
f E P.A H P.B given by the duality 
(Vb,cx:bEBAas A:bEf.u = p.bEcr) . (18) 
Note that the source B of p corresponds to the target P.B off: The correspondence 
(18) extends to binary relations and to state spaces extended with fictitious values, but 
the reader should look elsewhere for basics about predicate transformers (e.g. 
[15,19,42,20]). 
We let the usual names like abort denote predicate transformers, rather than 
interposing an explicit semantic function like wp. For example we have abort,,, and 
magic,,, in P.A++P.B, defined for any a c A by abort,,,.cc = 8 and 
magic,,, . CI = B where we use omittable subscripts to designate the target and source 
state spaces. Since our topic is foundations not syntax, we tend to choose notations 
suited to predicate transformers rather than programs, e.g. the source of abort,,, is 
p.A, although A is the target state space of the corresponding program. 
For any pre G B and post E A, the specification construct [ pre 9 post] is interpreted 
as a predicate transformer [pre 7 post] E P. A w[FP.B by defining 
bE[prevpost].a = bEprer\postsu (19) 
Specification constants, like X in (6), are interpreted by the pointwise join operator 
u defined for any set J and family cp E J + ( P. A H P. B) of predicate transformers by 
(recall (3)) 
(LJX:XEJ:cp~).cr=(uX:XEJ:cp~.cr). (20) 
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Any predicate transformer is definable using join, the specification construct, and an 
“angelic” specification construct (Theorem 5.4 and its footnote); but those predicate 
transformers that represent concrete programs have additional healthiness properties 
[15]: they are strict, positively conjunctive, and continuous. The healthiness proper- 
ties used in the sequel are defined as follows, for ,f~ P. A HP. B: 
,f is strict (false-preserving) iffJ@ = 8. 
.f‘is costrict (true-preserving) iff f.A = B. 
,fis positively (resp. finitely) conjunctioe iff for all nonempty (resp. finite nonempty) 
sets J and functions LY E J + P. A we have 
,f.( ni:iEJ:a.i)=( ni:iEJ:f.(cc.i)) 
f is universally conjunctive iff it is costrict and positively conjui.&ve (and univer- 
sally disjunctive iff strict and positively disjunctive). 
,f is confinuous iff for all monotonic x E N + P. A we have 
If f is given from p by (18) then it has all of these properties and is also positively 
disjunctive.7 Universally junctiue means universally conjunctive and universally dis- 
junctive. 
The refinement relation 5 is the pointwise ordering, i.e. 
.f‘cf” = (VX:CC G A:f.cx cf’.c) . 
For each A and B, the set P. A H P’. B is a complete lattice with top magic,,,, bottom 
abort,, B, and lowest upper bounds given by u. The composition of ,fg P. A 4P. B 
with g E P.BHP.C is written gof; so a law like 
abortB,c c,f= abortA,c 
can be read from left to right if one cares to interpret the law in terms of sequential 
execution of programs. (Recall [15] that for program texts S and R we have 
wp.(S;R) = wp.So wp.R.) The reader familiar with a bit of category theory [16,41] 
may observe that predicate transformers are the arrows of a category whose objects 
are all powersets of (small) sets. 
3.2. Design-level constructs,for higher-order functions 
In order to find a small number of simple design-level laws for higher order 
programs, we turn to the category-theoretic laws for higher-order functions. It is the 
simplicity of these laws that is the main justification for introducing types of predicate 
transformers. 
‘The correspondence (I 8) is Stone duality [24], restricted to discrete spaces and complete atomic Boolean 
algebras. 
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The set B + C of functions can be characterized by the bijection curry and function 
apply with 
curry E (A x B + C) + (A + (B + C)) 
applye(B +C)xB-+C 
that satisfy the laws 
apply 0 (ct4rry.g x ids) = g (for all g E A x B -+ C) 
curry.(applyo(h x id,)) = h (for all h E A + (B + C)) 
Here is the diagram of (23): 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
AxB -- 
curry.g x id, 
(B + C)xB 
The data-level definition of curry.g is curry.g.a.b = g.(a, b), and apply is defined by 
appk.(.Lb) =f.b. 
This paper treats predicate transformers in a similar way, but the sources and 
targets are switched (compare (18)). Generalizing the construct in (12) we shall define 
the “co-curry” constructor cocur such that 
cocur E(P.CHP.(B@ A))+ (P.(C--+B)HP.A) . 
For exec s in (14) we shall define “co-apply” 
coap E P.C+@.(B @(C-*B)) . 
These satisfy inequations similar to Eqs. (23) and (24). Elements of the data type C -+B 
are programs from B to C (represented as predicate transformers from P.C to P.B). 
This treatment of higher-order programs is based on the program-level constructor 
@ for Cartesian products, to which we turn in the next subsection8 
To treat a function p as a datum p r l, there is an important special case of (21). 
A function p E B + C is composed with the projection rp E {*} x B + B (for some 
singleton {*}), and rpl is defined to be 
curry.(porp) E (0) + (B + C) (25) 
A function from a singleton set amounts to an element of its target set - here B + C. 
In a similar way our theory accounts for (12) in cases where e is a procedure constant. 
aA subsidiary benefit of the program level Cartesian product is that we have no need to deal with program 
variables, i.e. a state space. A may be taken to be any set, rather than being a set of assignments of values to 
variables. So the theory can be developed in the simpler setting of predicates as subsets. In particular, 
questions of syntactic expressibility are avoided. In future work we will present these constructions using 
variables, in the manner of Back [4]. 
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Instead of a tedious development based on (12) and (14), with syntactic complica- 
tions and proliferation of variables, Section 4 develops cocur and coap purely in 
terms of predicate transformers. 
3.3. Curtesian products of state spaces 
Because the duality (18) exchanges sources with targets, the set-theoretic coproduct 
A + B gives a categorical product of predicate transformers, and the set-theoretic 
product A x B gives a (weak) coproduct. It is the weak coproduct that is needed in the 
sequel, but we begin with brief remarks on the product. 
For the disjoint union of state spaces, predicate transformer semantics is given by 
the Cartesian product of predicate transformers: a pair (u, p) of predicates with c( E A 
and p c B represents a predicate on the disjoint union A + B [15]. The predicate 
transformers corresponding to the injections A --f A + B have the forma1 properties 
of categorical projections. Thanks to the bijection between P.A x P. B and P.(A + B), 
the category of the predicate transformers has Cartesian products which suitably 
represent the disjoint union of state spaces, and these are completely axiomatized at 
the level of programs and program constructors [28,37]. 
For the Cartesian product of state spaces, the usual predicate transformer seman- 
tics is at the level of data, using explicit scoped variables in the definition (for x not free 
in M) 
wp.I[varx*p]J.a=(Vx::wp.p.r). 
Here we present an alternative treatment at the level of programs, which allows the 
initial and final state spaces to differ [37,28,17,2]. We refrain from expository 
discussion and simply state the definitions and some key properties. 
For any A and B: 
l Define A @ B by A @ B = A x B. 
l Define the left injection injl E P. A H P.(A @ B) by 
injl.cc = CIX B , 
and the right injection injr E P. B ++P.(A @B) by injr.fi = A x ,!I The notation 
emphasizes categorial properties, e.g. injl corresponds to the projection function 
that drops the B coordinate from the state space. 
l For all f’~ P.A+-+P.D and geP.BwP.D, define the copairing ,ft>gE 
P.(A @ B)-P.D by 
de(f’bg).cp = (3cr,/?:ax/?G q:ddE(J’.zng.fl)) (26) 
for all cp G A @ B and d E D. 
The notationfb g, rather than the more usual [ f; g] was chosen to avoid an excess of 
brackets and as a reminder that f and g have a common target P.D, as in this 
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diagram: 
P.A 
injl f 
I\ 
P.(A@B)& P.D 
injr 
I/ 
9 
P.B 
There is a derived constructor 0 given for fE P . A H P. A’ and a E IF’. B H P. B’ by 
f@g = (injlof)D (injrog) 
so that 
f@gE P.(A@ B)-P.(A’@ B’) . 
The diagram is 
P.A 7 P.A’ 
P.(A’@ B’) 
We let D and @I bind less tightly than 0. These operators satisfy the following laws 
(proofs can be found in [37]): 
(fDg)oinjl cf (iff;g strict) 
(fbg)oinjl zf (iff,g costrict) 
h 0 injl r>h 0 injr c h (if h is fin. conj.) 
h 0 injl oh 0 injr z h (if h is pos. disj.) 
hofbhog Eho(fDg) (if h fin. conj.) 
hofr>hog Zho(fr>g) (if h uni. disj.) 
fodbgoe = (fDg)o(d 0 e) (iff,g uni. disj., d,e strict) 
The constructors D and @ preserve all the healthiness properties defined above.’ The 
derived constructor 0 satisfies the law 
(27) 
and this is an equality iff, gf’, g’ are costrict and finitely conjunctive, or all are strict 
andf; g are universally disjunctive. lo Identities are also preserved by 0. Writing ~ as 
we shall henceforth - 2 for the identity function on P.A (the program skip) we 
have 
AOB=AOB. (28) 
All of the preceding laws are equalities for universally junctive predicate 
transformers, for which these definitions correspond by (18) to the Cartesian pro- 
duct in the category of total functions. As a result, the laws above (and a couple 
of others are not needed in the sequel) suffice to determine @ and D uniquely up 
to isomorphism. The situation has a concise summary in terms of preordered 
categories. 
Theorem 3.1 (Naumann [37] and Martin [28]). The lax functor @ is locally l& 
adjoint [23] (strongly pre-adjoint [29]) to the diagonal functor in the category qf 
universally disjunctive predicate transformers. Itforms a weak pre-adjunction [29] in the 
category of strict, jinitely conjunctive predicate transformers. In both categories it is 
unique up to natural isomorphism.” 
There is a different construction - built on P.(A + B) - that gives a local co- 
product in the category of all predicate transformers. The point, however, is not to get 
impressive categorial theorems but rather to extend to designs the operationally 
motivated constructions on programs. That is why @ is important. Similarly, the 
objects P.(A x B) carry a weak coexponent structure (essentially because ( x B) is 
self-adjoint in the category of relations), but that is not an appropriate mode1 of higher 
types because the data values are pairs (a, b) E A x B rather than programs. Yet 
another operationally inappropriate structure is the weak exponent [37] associated 
with the Cartesian product P.( A + B) for predicate transformers. 
9 In order for,fr>g to be continuous, a conjunct can be added to (26) restricting z, /I to range over finite sets; if 
,fand g are continuous and the state spaces are countable then the two definitions coincide. 
It is also possible to use the same construction for the product of infinitely many state spaces. For details 
see [373. 
“Michael Butler recently pointed out that (27) is also an equality off’ and g’ are universally conjunctive 
[S]; that can be proved using Lemma 4.8 below, or by using categorial results on lifting [28]. 
” Ref. [37] considers only nonempty state spaces, but the results there hold for empty state spaces as well. 
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4. Semantics of higher-order programs 
4.1. Dejinitions and basic properties 
Corresponding to the bijection curry in (21) we need a set C--B and a constructor 
cocur of predicate transformers uch that 
cocur.f E P.(C--+B)-P.A (for allfE P.C-P.(B@ A)) . (29) 
We also need coap in the configuration 
Since C-+B is to be the data type of programs of type P .C H P . B, the obvious 
choice is that C -+B should be P. C H P. B, or a subset determined by healthiness 
properties. It is fruitful to postpone the choice; except when stated otherwise we 
merely assume 
C-B E P.C-lP.B . (30) 
Here are three criteria for cocur and C-+B that guide our study: 
Monotonicity: cocur should be monotonic with respect to E (perhaps even con- 
tinuous). 
Duality: cocur.Sshould correspond by (18) to curry.p iffcorresponds by (18) to p. 
Representability: Predicates like the property of rp given by (6) should be represen- 
table as subsets of C-+B, so that annotations like that offindmuxp in Section 2 are sound. 
Monotonicity facilitates “stepwise refinement” of designs. Duality ensures that the 
semantics is operationally sound (i.e. faithful to implementations of imperative lan- 
guages), by tying it to Currying of functions. Representability is necessary to reason at 
the data level about stored programs (and representability also indicates operational 
soundness). 
It will turn out that these criteria, along with the desire for strong laws, lead is in 
Section 5 to prefer C-+B to be the conjunctive predicate transformers. The duality 
criterion also leads to the definition of c0cur.f: If f is the predicate transformer 
corresponding to p by (18), then we might define cocur.f using (18) with 
f, p:= cocur f, curry.p. But first we eliminate p by defining cu.f.u to correspond to 
curry.p.a. 
The predicate transformer cu .f.u is defined by 
becu.f.u.y E (b,u) E f. y (for all b E B and y E C) . (31) 
This definition is justified by the fact that cu.f.u corresponds to curry.p.u if 
fcorresponds to p by (18) (and the types are right for Currying), i.e. for all b,y 
becu.f.u.y = curry.p.a.bEy (32) 
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because 
b E cu.f .a.y 
= {def cu} 
(b, a) Ef .y 
= {duality, i.e. (18)} 
p.(b,a) E Y 
= {def curry (with argument twist)) 
curry.p.a.b E y 
Fortunately, the definition of cu. f .a makes sense for anyf, not just those that arise 
from functions p by (18). For concrete programs f e P. C H P .(B @ A), the operational 
interpretation of cocur. f is that it maps each state a (in A) to a program cu. f .a (in 
P. C HP. B) that when executed in a state b (in B) behaves like f executed in state (b, a). 
Healthiness properties of cu. f .a are inherited fromfT e.g. cu.f.a is monotonic for 
any a andf, hence cu.f .a E P.C+-+P.B. 
As for cocur. f itself, we are led by (18) to attempt to define cocur. f as a predicate 
transformer by 
aEcocur.f.6 E cu.f.aE6 (forallaEAand6cC-+B). (33) 
By (31) we have 
f cf' S cu.f.aEcu.f’.a (34) 
but unfortunately cocur as defined by (33) fails the monotonicity criterion. To see this, 
let f of' and 6= {cu.f.a); observe that a E cocur.f .6 does not imply 
a E cocur. f '.6, sococur. f does not refine to cocur . f '. Formula (33) is essentially (10). 
For any upward closed I2 6 it follows from (33) and (34) that 
f E f' 3 cocur.f.6 c cocur.f’.6 , 
which suggests that (33) is adequate for upward closed sets. An upward closed set is 
the extension of what is called a “monotonic predicate” in Section 1. Elsewhere we will 
present a different semantics using only upward closed sets rather than all subsets of 
C -+B (see Section 6). Here we stay in the framework of powersets and use P.( C --*B) 
but replace (33). There are several interestingI replacements, but this paper develops 
the one most suitable for total correctness of demonically nondeterministic programs. 
Define cocur. f by 
aecocur.f.8 E (Vg:gEC-+Br\g2cu.f.a:ge8). (35) 
I3 In part because they are nice examples for nonunique lax adjunctions, as discussed by the author at the 
8th Meeting on Mathematical Foundations of Programming Semantics in Oxford, April 1992. 
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An operational interpretation is that cocur .fmay nondeterministically choose some 
refinement of cu.f.a (since cu.f.a may be compiled, partially interpreted, etc.) so all 
such choices must satisfy 6. Thus we have been led to choose the analog of (12) in 
preference to (10). 
In (35) the conjunct g E C-+B is needed since we only assume (30). As an extreme 
(and useless) case, note that if C-B is empty then cocur.f= magic CC ,Bj,A. Compare 
(12) which corresponds to 
[e=E9szEr\sEC-+B]. (36) 
Definition (35) of cocur meets the monotonicity criterion: if f~f’ then 
cocur. f ccocur. f’ because for any 6 and a we have 
a E cocur. f.S 
= {def cocur i.e. (35)) 
(vg:gEC-+BAg~cu.f.a:gE6) 
3 (1~ f’, (34) z transitive} 
(vg:gEC~BAg2CU.f’.a:gES) 
= (def cocur} 
a E cocur.f’.h 
The representability criterion is discussed in Section 5. As for the duality criterion, 
note that (35) reduces to (33) when cu.f.a is maximal element of C-B. By Lemma 
4.11, taking C-B to contain only strict finitely conjunctive predicate transformers 
forces the universally junctive ones to be maximal, which is sufficient to meet the 
duality criterion thanks to (32) and (33). 
Corresponding by (18) to appEy in (22) is the predicate transformer 
coap,,, E P.C ++ P.(B@(C-+B)) 
defined for all y G C, b E B, and g E C-+B by 
(b,g)EcoapB,e.y - beg.y . 
Essentially, coap,,, is the same as exec s in (14).r4 
4 At this sketch indicates: 
(execg).y 
iff ((14) and con as join} 
(gP>Q: :CCp,QlcgAP,QI.P) 
iff {program calculus (2), (19)} 
(gp,Q: :(f’==g.Q)APA(Q 3~)) 
iff {p.c.} 
s.‘i 
(37) 
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Since each g E C-+B is monotonic, coap (i.e. coap,,,) is monotonic. In fact it has 
any healthiness property satisfied by all g E C-+B. 
Lemma 4.1. For any healthiness property, if every element of C -+B has the propert? 
then so does coap. 
Proof. For conjunctivity, observe for any b E B, g E C-+ B, J, and cp E J --f 
P’.(B@(C--rB)) 
(h,g)Ecoap.(Aj::cpj) 
E {defcoap i.e. (37)) 
b E g.( n j::Cpj) 
= {g conjunctive} 
b E( nj::g.(Dj) 
E {sets, pc., def coap} 
(Vj::(b,g)ECOap.cpj) 
Similarly for the other helathiness conditions. 9 
Since coap represents the command “exec g” for program type variable g, it can be 
no healthier than the worse value that g might have. In particular, if coap is to be 
a feasible program then we need every member of C-+B to be strict, positively 
conjunctive, and continuous. This issue is taken up below, after we consider properties 
that do not depend on any assumption except (30). 
The following law is the design-level expression of the fact that executing a Curried 
design is at least as good as executing the design itself - compare (11) and (14). 
Law 4.2. For allf,fE(B @ cocur.f) 0 coap. 
Proof. Observe for any b, d, c( 
(b,d) E((B@ cocur.f)ocoap).a 
= {defs @ (i.e. (26)), 0, B} 
(3fi,8:/3x6~coap.cc:bE~r\dEcocur.f.~) 
E {sets} 
(36:{b}x6zcoap.cr:dEcocur.f.S) 
= (def cocur} 
(36:{b}x6ccoap.cc:(Vg:g~C-*Br\g~cu.f.d:g~6)) 
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E {instantiate 6:= {glgE C-+Br\gzcu.Jd)} 
(b} x {g 1 g E C-+B A g2cu.f.d) s coap.cr 
E {sets, def coap i.e. (37)) 
(Vg:g E C-*B/Yg7cu.f.d:b eg.a) 
<= {def E} 
b E cu.f .d.cr 
E {def cu.fi.e. (31)) 
(b,d) ~f.~r 0 
Operationally this law is slightly questionable; the possible improvement upon 
fcomes from the conjunct that appears as s E C -+B in (36). Under reasonable closure 
conditions, the magic is exorcised. 
Law 4.3. For all1; if cu. f.d E C--B for all d then 
f= (8 0 c0cur.f) 0 coap 
Proof. In the calculation proving Law 4.2, the converse of the implication step holds 
by reflexivity of c, given that cu .Jd E C-+B. 0 
Define the predicate transformer serve B,A E P.BAP.A by a E serve./I = /I # 8. 
Note that for nontrivial A and B, magic B,A is a proper refinement of serves,A. As an 
example showing that Law 4.2 cannot be strengthened in general, the reader may 
check that if C-+B contains magicc,. but not serve,,, then 
(B @ cocur.serve) 0 coap = magic . 
On the other hand, if C-B contains both serve and magic then 
(B @ cocur.serve) 0 coap = serve , 
which shows the necessity of the hypothesis of Law 4.3. 
The hypothesis of Law 4.3 suggests that C-B should be chosen as inclusive as 
possible, e.g. C-B = P. CAP. B. On the other hand, Lemma 4.1 suggests the 
opposite. This tension appears again later, e.g. Law 4.4 versus the discussion after Law 
4.5. 
We extend the definition of (-+ B) to predicate transformers by defining for any 
fE P./I +@.c 
f-+B = cocur.(coap of) , 
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so f--+B E P.(A-B)HP.(C-+B). (Note: vu) is covariant in its left argument.) It is 
convenient to spell out this definition; we have” 
geCf-+B).q = (vh:hEA-+BAhzg~f:hEcp) (38) 
(for all g E C -+B, cp c A -+B, and f) because 
g E (f-*Wcp 
E {def (-+B)} 
g E cocur.(coap of).cp 
E { def cocur} 
(Vh:h~A-+Br\hzcu.(coap~f).g:h~cp) 
= {cu.(coap 0 f).g = g of, see below} 
(Vh:h~A-+Br\h~gof:h~cp) 
The equality justifying the last step holds because for any b E B and c1 c A 
b E cu.(coap 0 f).g.cc 
z {def cu i.e. (31)) 
(kg) E (coapof).m 
= {def 0 , def coap i.e. (37)) 
tJ E g.(f.a) 
As a corollary of Law 4.2, coap has the property 
coap of~(% @ (f--B)) 0 coap (for allf) (39) 
(i.e. it is a “simulation” [29] or “lax transformation” from the identity functor to the 
graph morphism (B @ ) 0 (-+B)). 
Some results depend on the closure of the sets X --+ Y under composition by which we 
mean 
(VX,Y,Z,f,g:fEX-+YAgE Y-+Z:(gOf)EX-+Z). 
Further constraints below are in terms of healthiness conditions. All of the healthiness 
properties are closed under composition. 
I5 Similarly for the right argument of --3 
B,-?f= cocur.((fOB-nA)~coap 
QE(B-+S).cp = (Vh:hEB-*Cr\h~f’ey:hE(p) 
but for brevity we leave the right argument fixed in this paper. 
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Law 4.4. For allfe P.A-P.C andf’ E P.C+-+ P.D 
f’of-+B E(f’-+B)O(f-*B) . 
This is an equality, iff’ E C-+D and the sets X 1~) Y are closed under composition. 
Proof. (A special case of the inequality follows algebraically from later results.) For 
the inequality, observe for any g E D--tB and cp E A-+B 
9 E ((f’-+B) o (f-+B)).cp 
= {def 0, (38) forf’, omit range h E C-+B} 
(Vh:h=Igof’:hE(f-+B).qJ) 
E ((38) forf; omit range h’ E A-B} 
(Vh:hzgaf’:(Vh’:h’zhOf:h’Ecp)) 
= {pc.} 
(Vh,h’:hzgof’r\h’zhof:h’Ecp) 
<E { 2 transitive, 0 monotonic in its right argument, p.c.} 
(Vh’:h’zg~f’~f:h’Ecp) 
E ((38) forf’of} 
9 E (f’of-+Wcp 
For the equality it remains to show the converse of the implication step. Given 
(Vh,h’:h ?gOf’A h’zhof:h’Ecp) , (40) 
observe for any h’ E A -vu* B 
h’ 2 g of’ 0 f 
E { 2 reflexive} 
go f’zgo f’Ah’ zgo f' 0 f 
s {instantiate (40) with h := g 0 f ‘, Note below} 
h’ E cp 
Hence (40) implies (V h’ : h’ 2 g 0 f’ 0 f : h’ E q). 
Note: In the last step we need (g 0 f ') E C-+B (that being the range of h), which 
follows from f’ E C -ur) B since g ranges over D -+ B - provided that the sets X ^n* Y are 
closed under composition. 0 
So, under mild assumptions, -w, is a semi-functor [22] and a lax functor [26]. 
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Law 4.5. A-B LA--+B. 
Proof. (An algebraic proof follows Law 4.16. This data-level proof is shorter.) For any 
gEA-+BandcpcA-+B 
CJ E (A -+B).cp 
= { (38), unit law} 
(Vh:h~A-+Br\hzg:h~cp) 
9 {gEA-+B} 
gs(P 0 
Strengthening the preceding to an equality, i.e. making (-+B) preserve identities, is 
a significant difficulty. It requires A -+B to be flat, so that h 2 g is equivalent to h = g. 
The universally junctive predicate transformers are a flat subset of P. A ++ P. B, 
corresponding to programs that are total functions (see Lemma 4.11). Unfortunately 
that is inadequate to represent predicates like (6) in general. Before investigating these 
issues, here is one more result that is independent of healthiness properties. 
Law 4.6. For all k E P.C’HP.C andf~ P.C++P.(B @ A) 
cocur.(f 0 k)ccocur.f o(k-+B) , 
and this is an equality provided cu. f. d E C y-, B for all d E A. 
Proof. (A somewhat shorter algebraic proof of a special case appears later.) For any 
d,cp we have 
d E (cocur .fo (k-+B)).cp 
= {defs 0 and cocur, omit range g E C-+B) 
(Vg:g 2 cu.f.d:ge(k-+B).cp) 
E { (38), omit range h E C’--+ B} 
(t’g:g 2 cu.f.d:(Vh:h zgok:hEq)) 
= {p.c.) 
(Vg,h:g;cu.f.dr\hggok:hEcp) 
= {pc.) 
(Vh:(3g::gzcu.f.dr\hzgok):hEcp) 
,:E { 7 transitive, 0 mono. in right arg., pc.} 
(Vh:hgcu.f.dok:hEcp) 
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E {Note below: cu. f .d 0 k = cu.(fo k).d} 
(Vh:h z cu.(fik).d:hEcp) 
= {def cocur} 
d E cocur.(fo k).cp 
Note: We have cu. f .d 0 k = cu.( f 0 k).d because for any b and c( 
b E cu.(f 0 k).d.or 
= {def cu} 
(b,d) E (f ok).~ 
E {def 0) 
(b, d) Ef.(k.u) 
= { def cu} 
b E cu.f.d.(k.cl) 
Finally, if cu.f.d E C-+B then h z cu.f.d 0 k implies 
(3g:gzcu.f.dAh?gok) 
which gives the converse of the (E step above; so the law is an equality provided that 
C-+B contains cu.f.d for each d. 0 
4.2. Health 
Properties (23) and (24) express that curry is a bijection. In contrast, we cannot 
expect that (35) gives a bijection between P.(C-+B)-P.A and P.C++P.(B@A) 
since regardless of the choice of C -+B the function cocur is not surjective, which 
follows from 
Lemma 4.7. For anyf, cocur. f is universally conjunctive. 
Proof: Observe for any a, J, and cp E J + P .(B-+C). 
a E cocur. f.( n i: i E J: Cpi) 
= {def cocur, omit range i} 
(Vg:gEB-+Cr\gICu.f.a:gE(ni:iEJ:~i)) 
= {def n, s over-V} 
(Vg,i:gEB-*CAgzCu.f.a:gEqi) 
E {p.c., def cocur} 
(Vi::aeCOCUr.f.qJ 0 
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(One might say that cocur.f is a “terminating datum”; this does not imply that 
exec g terminates when g has the value c0cur.f.) 
Costrictness of cocur.f is somewhat questionable: if Currying is implemented 
simply by storing the program text (or the address of object code) along with the 
argument a then it certainly terminates, but if cu.f.a is partially evaluated then it 
conceivably diverges. Costrictness is removed in Section 5. 
Some important properties hold for conjunctive predicate transformers, for which 
reason the following lemma is useful. For anyfE P’. A H P. B and any b of. A, define 
min.f.b by 
min.f.b=(ncc:crgAAbEf.C(:a). 
Lemma 4.8. For any positively conjunctive f E P’. A H P. B, any b E f. A, and any 
CI E A, we have b E~.c( E min.f.b s CC 
For costrict f the conjunct b 6f.A can be dropped. The proofs of this and the 
following lemmas are straightforward from the definitions. 
Lemma 4.9. For any universally disjunctive f and any tl 
f.,=(uu:aEtl:f.{a}). 
Lemma 4.10. For any positively conjunctive and universally disjunctivef, min. f.b. is 
a singleton for each b E f. A. 
Lemma 4.11. In the poset of strict,Jinitely conjunctive predicate transformersfrom P. A 
to P. B, the positively disjunctive predicate transformers are maximal. That is, tff is strict 
and finitely conjunctive, and g is finitely conjunctive and universally disjunctive, then 
fzg=f=g. 
It is convenient to use the phrase ‘tf is maximal in X -+ Y” to mean 
(vg:gEx-+ Y:gzf = g=f). 
This does not imply that f is in X-+Y. 
Law 4.12 If every element of A-+B is universally junctive then 2-B = A -+B. 
Proof. The hypothesis and Lemma 4.11 imply that every element of A -+B is maximal, 
so the last step in the proof of Law 4.5 is an equivalence. 0 
In contrast to Lemma 4.7, cocur. f need not be disjunctive even if f is (e.g. 
cocur.(B 0 A)). But Lemma 4.11 implies that among feasible programs, the determin- 
istic (disjunctive) ones are maximal. 
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Lemma 4.13. If cu. f.a is maximal in C -+ B, for each a E A, then cocur. f is universally 
disjunctive. 
Proof. for any b, any J, and any CI E J -+ P. A 
bEcocur.f.( uj:j~J:~j) 
E {defs, omit ranges g E A -+ B, j E J > 
(Vg:g 2 cu.f.a:(Yij: :g E Clj)) 
E {cu .f.a maximal} 
(Vg:g = cu.f.a:(lj: :g E V-j)) 
z { p.c.} 
(3j: :(Vg:g = cu.f.a:g EC(j)) 
G (cu.f.a maximal) 
(3j: :(Vg:g ZCU.f.U:gEMj)) 
E {def cocur} 
(3j: :aECOCUr.f.aj) cl 
Lemma 4.14. If cu. f. a E B-+ C for all a then cocur. f is strict. 
Proof. Observe for any a 
a E cocur. f.8 
E {def cocur, sets) 
(Vg:ge B-+CAg 2 cu.f.a:false) 
E {hypothesis, pc.} 
false q 
Lemma 4.15. cocur. f is universally junctive iff isJinitely conjunctive and universally 
disjunctive, provided that every element of C -+B is strict and jinitely conjunctive. 
Proof. By the proviso, cu.f.a is finitely conjunctive and universally disjunctive (for 
each a); so by Lemma 4.11 it is maximal in C -+ B. So by Lemma 4.13 cocur.f is 
universally disjunctive; it is universally conjunctive for anyf(Lemma 4.7). 0 
4.3. Laws that depend on health of designs 
We continue to assume only (30) unless stated otherwise. Corresponding to (24) we 
have 
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Law 4.16. For any uniuersally conjunctive h E P.(C-+B) ++ P’.A 
cocur.((3@h)~coap)gh . 
Proof. Thanks to Lemma 4.8 and costrictness of h we have for a, cp 
OE h.q = min.h.a c cp 
For any q E min.h.a we have 
y 2 cu.((B@ h)ocoap).a 
because for any h, a 
h E cu.((B @ h) 0 coap).a.cr 
E {defs I^, 0, coapj 
(36:(Vg’:g’ES:bEg’.cc):aEh.d) 
= { (41) ) 
(41) 
(42) 
(36:(Vg’:g’E6:bEgf.r):min.h.ac6) 
E { sets ) 
(Vg’:g’Emin.h.a:bEg’.cr) 
3 {g E min.h.a) 
b E g.cc 
The law holds because for any a, q 
a E cocur.((B @ h)ocoap).cp 
= {def cocur) 
(Vg:gEA-+Br\gzcu.((B@h)~coap).a:gEcp) 
3 {(42), P.c.) 
(Vg:gEA-+Br\gEmin.h.a:gEcp) 
= - { sets, (41) $ 
aEh.cp 0 
Note that cocur.((B @ abort)0 coap) = cocur.abort = havoc (where havoc,,r E 
P’.X- P. Y is defined by y E havoc,.,. !.I E c1 = X), so the law does not hold for 
strict positively conjunctive h. 
From laws 4.16 and 4.2, cocur is the left adjoint in a Galois connection with the 
function sending each universally conjunctive h to (g @ h) 0 coap. That is, for any 
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f~ P.C++fP.(B@A) and any universally conjunctive h E P.(C-+B)-P.A 
fE(B@h)ocoap E cocur.fch . 
This law says that cocur.f is the least universally 
f E(B 0 ?) 0 coap, and it has many consequences; e.g. 
algebraically:’ 6
A-+B E A--+B 
E {def-+B} 
- 
cocur.(coapoA)EA-+B 
E {A -uu) B universally conjunctive, (43)) 
coapoAE(B@(A-+B))ocoap 
= { @ preserves identities (28)) 
coap 0 1 E (B @ (A -+B)) 0 coap 
E {unit law, twice} 
coap E coap 
(43) 
conjunctive solution of 
Law 4.5 can be proved 
This calculation is the instantiation of a general proof in the theory of lax adjunctions, 
but the aim of this paper is to present our basic results without recourse to extensive 
background theory. 
I6 Another algebraic proof using (43) is the proof of an inequality implied by Law 4.6. 
cocur.(fok)~cocur.fo(k-+E) 
= ((43) withf,h:= fo k, cocur.fo(k-+B), note below} 
fokE(BQcocur.fn(k-+B)))ocoap 
= { (27) (equality since all conjunctive), c transitive, unit law} 
fokc(B@cocur.f)o(B@(k-rB))ocoap 
= {def (-+B)} 
fikc(B@cocur.J)o(BQcocur.(coap”k))-coap 
(= {Law 4.2 with f:= coap 0 k, E transitive, 0 monotonic} 
fokE(B@cocur.f)ocoapok 
<= {Law 4.2, E transitive, 0 monotonic} 
fokcfok 
Note: (43) applies in the first step because cocur. f 0 (k-d) is universally conjunctive since cocur. f and 
(k -+B) are (by Lemma 4.7). 
Law 4.17. For any universally conjunctive g E P’.A HP.A’ and any ,f’~ P.C- 
P.(B @ A) 
Proof. The data-level proof takes one and a half pages (compare the proof of (54) in 
the Appendix). We calculate at the design level: 
cocur.((E CiJ g)c,f)Lg 6 cocur.,f 
= (Lemma 4.7, (43) with,f;h:= (B0g)o.t gccocur.,f’i 
(B @ g) oft (B @ (g 0 cocur. f’)) 0 coap 
= j(27) (note below), unit law, L transitive, monotonici 
(B@g):.f~(B@g) ~(B@cocur.f)ocoap 
G (Law 4.2, c transitive) 
(~@I)+c(%9)~.f 
Note: Since z, g, and cocur.f’(Lemma 4.7) are universally conjunctive, (27) is an 
equality for them. 0 
To see that the law does not hold for positively conjunctive g, note that 
abort 1 cocur.,f’= abort but cocur.((B @ abort) 2.f) = cocur.abort = havoc. 
Law 4.18. For any universally ,junctive g E P. A ~P.A’and anyf’e P.C++P.(B@ A) 
cocur.((B @ g) of) = g 0 cocur.,f 
Proof. Omitted, because it is very similar to the proof in the Appendix of (55). II 
The preceding laws suffice for an algebraic proof of Law 4.4: 
(1’ -*B) 0 (f--*B) 
= rdef + 1 I 
cocur.(coap of’) 0 cocur.(coap 31’) 
7 {Lemma 4.7, Law 4.17 with g, ,f:= cocur.(coapof’), (coapof)} 
cocur.((B @ cocur.(coap 0.f’)) 0 coap 0.f‘) 
7 {(39) withf:=f’, defs-+B, and cocur, 0 monotonic} 
cocur.(coap 0.f’ 0.f) 
= (def ---+I 
Jo.1” --*B 
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The results up to this point are summarized in Theorem 4.20 below. We now 
proceed to consider consequences of strengthening assumption (30). 
4.4. Laws that depend on health of the data type X-+Y 
If the sets X -+Y are defined by health - e.g. each X-+Y might be the set of 
conjunctive predicate transformers - then hypotheses like “cu. f.d E C--+B” of Law 
4.3 are satisfied just when f has the same healthiness property, since cu.f.d is as 
healthy as J: 
Law 4.19. If h E P.(C-+B) H P. A is jinitely conjunctive and universally disjunctive, 
and each C-B contains only jinitely conjunctive universally disjunctive predicate 
transformers, then 
cocur. ((B 0 h) 0 coap) 2 h . 
Proof. By the hypothesis and Lemma 4.1, coap is finitely conjunctive and universally 
disjunctive, as is h. These properties are preserved by 0 and 0 so (B 0 h) 0 coap 
and its Curryings are maximal, by Lemma 4.11. Thus by Lemma 4.13, 
cocur.(@ @ h)ocoap) is universally disjunctive. Thus by Lemma 4.9 it suffices to 
check singletons, i.e. we need 
deh.{g} s dEcocur.((z@h)ocoap).{g} 
for all d and all g E C--B, to which end we calculate 
d E cocur.((z@ h)ocoap).{g} 
= {def cocur} 
e {cu.((B 0 h)ocoap).d is maximal) 
cu.((B@h)ocoap).d=g (*) 
e {below) 
d E h.(g) 
(If C--B contains cu.((B @ h)ocoap).d for each d then the first step <= step is an 
equivalence.) 
It remains to show that the equality (* ) follows from d E h.{ g}. Note first that 
d E h.(g) is equivalent o min.h.d = {g) by Lemma 4.10. Now observe for any b,cc 
b E cu.((B 0 h)o coap).d.a 
= {first calculation in proof of Law 4.16) 
(Vg’:g’ E min.h.d: b E g’.cr) 
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E {min.h.d = {gl, sets} 
(Vg’:g’ = g:h l Gg’.a) 
= - fp.c.1 
heg.cx 0 
Corollary. By Law 4.16, Law 4.19 is an equality for universally junctive h. 
4.5. Summary 
The first two criteria have been met: cocur and -+ are monotonic constructors that 
correspond to ordinary Currying when restricted to universally junctive predicate 
transformers (which correspond to total deterministic programs). The representability 
criterion is met in Section 5. Here is the story so far. 
Theorem 4.20. Given only assumption (30), we have, for all monotonic predicate trans- 
,formers ,f, g, h with appropriate sources 
,fc(B @ cocur.f)o coap 
cocur.((B @ h) 0 coap)c h (- (h 
cocur.(fo h)~cocur.fo(h~B) 
cocur.((BOg)~f) c gococur.,f 
cocur.((B 0 g)of) = goc0cur.f 
.f’ ~.f-+Bc(f’-“+B)~(f-+B) 
A--*BEA--tB 
and targets, 
universally conj.) 
(E (g univ. conj.) 
(= (g univ. junctive) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
Moreover, (44) and (45) are equalities if cu.f.d E C-+B for all d E A; and (46) is an 
equality if‘f’ E C -w) B and the sets X uu* Y are closed under composition. 
For example, if X -w, Y is P. X )--* p. Y then (44) (45) and (46) are equalities. ’ ’ 
For those familiar with weak adjunctions in ordered categories (e.g. [29]), the 
results for restricted X IW, Y can be concisely summarized and completeness shown for 
“Of course similar laws hold for the right argument of v* (defined in footnote 15): 
_ 
B -+CcB-*C - 
B -~.f~.f”~(B--*/‘)“(B--*,f) 
cocur.((f@D)~k)~cocur.k~(B-f) (= E 5 A@DzC@D 
The first is an equality if B-C is flat, the second is an equality iff’E X -‘-) Y and the sets X >-,* Y are closed 
under composition. 
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the refinement laws. (Other readers may skip to Section 5.) To get unqualified 
inequalities - so as to have a nice categorial result - we need to restrict to the 
subcategory of universally conjunctive predicate transformers. 
Theorem 4.21. Suppose that each X --u) Y is the set of universally conjunctive predicate 
transformers. Then (--+ B), coap, and cocur comprise a local adjunction in the category 
of all universally conjunctive predicate transformers (for each B). For all universally 
conjunctive f; g, h we have 
f=(BOcocur.f)ocoap 
cocur.((g 0 h) 0 coap) 5 h 
cocur.(f oh) = cocur.f o(h--+B) 
cocur.(( B@g)of) E goc0cur.f 
f’of-B = (f’-+B)o(f-*B) 
A-+B~A-*B 
Proof. By definition (e.g. [29]), from Laws 4.2,4.6,4.16,4.17, and Lemmas above. 0 
Theorem 4.21 also holds for subcategories, with the sets X--+Y restricted to the 
subcategory. Care has been taken to state the individual laws as generally as possible, 
since some subcategories are important (e.g. continuous predicate transformers). In 
contrast, the summarizing theorems are intended to be illustrative rather than being 
the strongest statements that follow from the laws and lemmas. 
Theorem 4.22. Suppose that each X --+ Y consists of the universally junction predicate 
transformers. Then (-+B), coap, and, cocur comprise a local adjunction in the category 
of universally conjunctive predicate transformers. Moreover they comprise an adjunction 
in the subcategory of all universally junctive predicate transformers, and they are unique 
up to natural isomorphism. 
Thus, given these hypotheses, the laws of Theorem 4.21 hold, and they are all 
equalities for total deterministic programs. 
Proof. The laws and lemmas above establish the adjunction and the local adjunction. 
Martin et al. [29] show that local adjunctions that cut down to adjunctions in 
a subcategory (with the same objects) are unique up to natural isomorphism. The 
severe restriction on X y-* Y ensures that coap is in the subcategory (Lemma 4.1) and 
that (-+B) preserves identities (Law 4.12). 0 
For comparison, we state a result proved in the author’s dissertation. 
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Theorem 4.23 (Naumann [37]). For each B, the lax functor (B @ ) has a local left 
adjoint (coexponent) in the category of universally disjunctive predicate transformers. 
Moreover it restricts to an adjunction for universally junctive predicate transformers and 
is unique up to natural isomorphism. 
This situation is similar to that of 0, in that 0 is a weak right adjoint to the 
diagonal functor, both for disjunctive and for conjunctive predicate transformers but 
not for all predicate transformers (Theorem 3.1). For the coexponent there are two 
differences. First, the same definition of 0 gives both lax adjunctions, whereas the 
weak coexponents for conjunctive and disjunctive predicate transformers are differ- 
ent. Second, both coexponents form local adjunctions whereas for conjunctive predi- 
cate transformers @ gives only a weak pre-adjunction. 
The sets X -+Y also carry a lax exponent structure [37], but that is beyond our 
scope. 
5. A better semantics of higher-order programs 
In this section the definition of cocur is changed slightly, in order to meet all three 
of the criteria in the preceding section. 
Definition (35) met the first criterion of Section 4, monotonicity of cocur, given 
only assumption (30). On the other hand, cocur is far from being continuous: it 
does not even distribute over joins of chains of continuous designs, even if C-+B 
contains only continuous predicate transformers. That is to be expected; for 
continuity we need to abandon powersets in favor of the Scott topology (see 
Section 6). 
The duality criterion - that the construction reduce to ordinary Currying for 
total deterministic program - is met provided that the universally junctive predi- 
cate transformers are maximal (as is the case if e.g. X -3 Y is taken to be the set of 
strict finitely conjunctive predicate transformers or any subset); this is thanks to 
(32) and the fact that (35) reduces to (33) for universally junctive predicate 
transformers. 
5. I. Representation of specifications 
The representability criterion is that specifications like (6) be representable. The 
preconditions 6 arising from specifications like (6) have the general form 
gE6 = g?(uj:jEJ:[P.jyQ.j]) . (47) 
For 6 given by (47) we have for any J a 
aecocur.f.8 <= cu.Jaz(uj::[P.jvQ.j]) (48) 
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because 
a E cocur.f.6 
E {def cocur} 
E {(47), omit range j E JJ 
(Vg:gEC-+Br\gzcu.f.a:gz(uj::[P.j~Q.j])) 
E {join property of u) 
(Vg:gEC-+BAgzcu.f.a:(Vj::gz[P.j~Q.j])) 
(Vj: :(Vg:gEC-*B:g zcu.Ja s=g ?[CP.jTQ.j])) 
e { 2 transitive} 
(Vj: :CU.$U z[P.jyQ.j]) 
= {join property of u} 
cu.Jaz(uj: :[P.j,Q.j]) 
Operationally, (48) means that cocur.fcan establish postcondition 6 from any initial 
state a such that cu.Ja satisfies 6. The converse should also hold: cocur.fdoes not 
establish 6 unless cu .f.a satisfies 6. To strengthen the implication step in the preced- 
ing calculation we can use a property of preorders, namely 
x2y E (Vz : :z 7x 3 z 2y) ) (49) 
provided that C--B contains both cu.f.a and [P. j 7 Q. j ] (for all j ) so that (49) is 
applicable. For any P and Q, [P 9 Q] is positively conjunctive, and cu .J a is positively 
conjunctive if f is. Moreover [PT Q] is also strict if Q is nonempty (as it is in the 
interesting cases). Thus in order for specifications to be representable it suffices for 
C --+ B to contain all strict positively conjunctive predicate transformers. 
One might choose C-+B to be the set of universally conjunctive predicate trans- 
formers, so as to establish the stronger laws in Section 4, but then some specifications 
will fail to be expressible - namely those where P.j differs from true for some j, so that 
[P.jT Q.j] fails to be costrict. At the other extreme, C-B can be all predicate 
transformers. Then any upward closed 6 (i.e. monotonic predicate) is representable, 
since for upward closed 6 
(Vg:gEC-+B Agzcu.f.u:gES) = cu.f.u~b 
provided that cu.f.u E C-+B. Both alternatives may have their uses; moreover the 
two structures coexist and can be connected by embedding one set in the other, but 
that is beyond our scope. 
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5.2. A better, less healthy semantics 
The preceding discussion showed that to meet the third criterion, each X -+ Y needs 
to contain all strict positively conjunctive predicate transformers. Fewer of the laws in 
Section 4 hold without qualification in this class of predicate transformers, and coap 
then fails to be sufficiently healthy to give a lax coexponent. It turns out that these 
problems can be solved by eliminating costrictness of cu.f.d in general. 
As mentioned after Lemma 4.7, costrictness of cocur.fis questionable since even 
for feasible programs Currying may be implemented by partially evaluating cu. f on 
argument a, a process that could diverge. On the other hand, there is no divergence if 
the implementation simply stores cu.fand a. It is not obvious that the implementa- 
tion concept of “partial evaluation” can be expressed in terms of predicate trans- 
formers. However, it turns out that a slight change in definition (35) suffices to prevent 
costrictness of cocur.f when f‘ is not costrict. Moreover, this change retains or 
improves the laws of the preceding section: where universal conjunctivity was re- 
quireu, positive conjunctivity suffices. 
The new definition simply requires that cu .Ja differ from abort,+ This is a neces- 
sary but not sufficient condition to ensure that partial evaluation does not diverge.” 
For anyJ’E P.C--,lP.(B @ A) define cocur.fby 
aEcocur.f.6 = (Vg:g~C-+B~g~cu.f.a:g~6)~cu.,f.a#abort. (50) 
In the rest of this section we use definition (50). The other definitions are unchanged, and 
the only assumption about C--y, B is (30) unless otherwise stated. If C -+ B is the set of 
strict positively conjunctive predicate transformers then all three criteria in Section 4 are 
met. Note that (50) reduces to (33) for universally junctive predicate transformers. 
Definition (50) is not proposed as a concrete program, but rather as a design that 
refines straightforwardly to concrete program in practical cases. Written in the style of 
(12) (50) is the design 
which refines to s := e for any reasonable implementation of s := e. In practice there is 
no additional work to show e # abort since it will follow from whatever nontrivial 
properties of e are needed. 
The proof of Lemma 4.7 is easily modified to add the new conjunct, except that it is 
invalid for empty conjunctions; so for arbitraryf; cocur.f is only positively conjunc- 
tive. Iffis costrict, i.e.f.C = B x A, then so is c0cur.f: a proof like that for Lemma 4.7 
goes through as before provided that cu.Ja # abort, which is true because for any 
b we have b ~cu.f.a.C E (b,a)Ef.C = true. 
I8 The predicate cu.f:a # abort is not decidable but is semidecidable. which suffices for implementability. 
but, as discussed below, that is a moot point. One could also replace I‘# abort” with $X where X is some 
disallowed set of predicate transformers including abort. The point is that the additional conjunct can be 
interpreted as specifying conditions under which an implementation is permitted to do anything, hence we 
reason in terms of the worst possibility. 
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Lemma 4.15 has to be modified accordingly: cocur.f is universally junctive pro- 
vided that the same is true forf. In summary: 
Theorem 5.1. Given only assumption (30), we have, for all monotonic predicate trans- 
formers f, g, h of appropriate type, 
f E(B 0 cocur.f)o coap (51) 
cocur.((B @ h) 0 coap) E h (= (h pos. conj.) (52) 
cocur.( f 0 h) Ecocur.fo(h-+B) (53) 
cocur.((B @ g) of) L g 0 c0cur.f (= (g pos. conj.) (54) 
cocur.((B @ g) of) = g 0 c0cur.f (= (g unio. junct.) (55) 
f’of-+B E (f’-+B)o(f-+B) (56) 
A-*BEA-+B 
Moreover (51) and (53) are equalities if cu. f.d E C-B for all d E A, and (56) is an 
equality if f’ E C -+B and the sets X -uv* Y are closed under composition. 
In particular, X--+ Y can be the set of strict positively conjunctive predicate 
transformers, in which case coap is that healthy. If X-+ Y is the set of all predicate 
transformers then all upward closed predicates are representable and both (53) and 
(56) are equalities for all f, h, f ‘. 
Proof. Proofs of most of the laws are very similar to the proofs in the preceding 
section. The proofs of (52), (54) and (55) need more substantial changes. The long 
proofs of (54) and (55) are relegated to the Appendix. 
Law (52) is the same as Law 4.16 except that here h need not be costrict. The proof 
of Law 4.16 uses costrictness and Lemma 4.8. Dropping costrictness gives rise to two 
cases: a E h.(C-+B) and a 4 h.(C-+B). The first case goes through almost without 
change. For the case a $ h.(C-+B) we have 
a E cocur.((B @ h)o coap).cp 
E {def cocur) 
(Vg:gEA-+Br\gzcu.((B@h)ocoap).a:gEcp) 
~cu.((B@ h)ocoap).a #abort 
E {cu.((B 0 h)o coap).a # abort, see below} 
false 
3 { p.c. } 
a E h.cp 
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We have cu.((B 0 h) 0 coap).a = abort because for any h, x 
h E cu.((B @ h)ocoap).a.cy 
= {defs, cu, 0 } 
(!~,a) E(BO h).(coap.cr) 
= {def @ } 
(36:jh}x6ccoap.cc:u~h.6) 
E {u $ h.(C-B), h monotonic) 
false 0 
By eliminating the antecedents of (52) and (54) and forcing coap to be positively 
conjunctive, we obtain a lax coexponent: 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that X-+ Y is the set of positively predicate transformers. Then 
(--*B), coap, and cocur comprise a local adjunction in the category of all positively 
conjunctive predicate transformers. 
Proof. Like Theorem 4.21. 0 
The new definition also admits a completeness result if the data type is sufficiently 
restricted (with the unfortunate effect that specifications are not representable). 
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that each X -=* Y is the set of universally junctive predicate 
transformers. Then (-+ B), coap, and cocur comprise a local adjunction in the category 
of positively conjunctive predicate transformers. Moreover they comprise an adjunction 
in the subcategory of all universally junctive predicate transformers, and they are unique 
up to natural isomorphism. 
Proof. Like Theorem 4.22. 0 
Suitability of Theorem 5.2 for refinement calculus is indicated by 
Theorem 5.4 (Naumann [37, Theorem 3.1.21). Any positively conjunctive predicate 
transformer fE P X -+ P. Y can be expressed us a pointwise join. 
(uj: jEJ:[PjvQ;]) 
of speci$cutions.’ 9 
I9 There is also an “angelic” specification construct aspec.(pre, post) defined by 
aspec.(pre, post).cc = (pre if post n a # 0 else 0) 
An universally disjunctive predicate transformer can be expressed as a pointwise join (U j : j E J : aspec. 
(prej,postj)); specifically, if f6 P.A HP.B is universally disjunctive then f= (uj:j EA: aspec. 
(f.{ j ), { j 1)). Together with Theorem 5.4 this gives a representation for all monotonic predicate trans- 
formers, since all can be factored as the composition of a disjunctive one with a conjunctive one 
(e.g. [28,19]). 
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Thetheoremisprovedusingf=(uj:jEf.X:[{j),min.f.j])wheremin.f.jis 
as in Lemma 4.8. 
As a corollary, every upward closed set is a union of sets of the form (47). That is, 
every monotonic predicate of positively conjunctive predicate transformers is the 
(possibly infinite) disjunction of predicates of the form “1 [con X l [ P.X 3 Q.X]] 1 E ?” 
(compare (3)). 
6. Conclusion 
The Currying construction for functional programs has been extended to all 
monotonic predicate transformers as a basis for refinement calculi with higher-order 
programs and designs, and as a model for stored programs. In particular, Theorem 5.1 
gives a rich set of laws that hold if the data type X -+ Y is taken to contain all strict 
positively conjunctive predicate transformers, in which case all program specifications 
are representable. The theory is presented here in quite elementary terms. In indepen- 
dent work, de Moor, Gardiner, and Martin [28,17] also extend the Cartesian product 
and function space of total functions to the category of predicate transformers, 
obtaining Theorem 4.22. There is a standard categorial construction of relations from 
functions; de Moor [12] uses this span construction to obtain weak Cartesian 
products and exponents for relations. Martin [28] introduces a generalized lax span 
construction that gives predicate transformers when applied to the category of 
relations. These constructions are closely related to ours; Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 
implicitly express the equivalences of the category relations with subcategories of 
predicate transformers. The span constructions provide a beautiful explanation of 
why our constructions are inevitable, and spans are applicable in other settings 
besides classical set theory. 
Not all categorial constructions are computationally sensible - e.g. the categorial 
Cartesian product of relations is not the Cartesian product of state spaces but rather 
the disjoint union - so there is a need to spell out abstract results like Martin et al. in 
concrete terms and tie them to existing programming concepts like the specification 
construct in refinement calculus. As another example ( x A) is self-adjoint in the 
category of relations, so the span construction lifts it to a local coexponent of 
predicate transformers, but the data type C x A does not model programs from C to A. 
In addition to ensuring that the constructions are operationally sound, the elementary 
theory has other benefits. One benefit is that the weakest necessary healthiness 
hypotheses can be found for the laws. Some healthiness conditions are easily ex- 
pressed categorially, e.g. universally disjunctive predicate transformers are categorial 
maps. In contrast, finite conjunctivity and continuity are not so easily characterized 
and are not considered by Martin et al. The finitely conjunctive predicate trans- 
formers seem to have special import: finite conjunctivity suffices for several key laws 
(e.g. for O), is preserved by pointwise join, is a defining property of frame homomor- 
phisms [24], and arises in the theory of concurrency. 
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Another benefit of the elementary approach is that a variety of alternative coexpo- 
nent objects can be investigated. In contrast, the lax span construction does not create 
objects, so the coexponent that it gives is the set of total functions, which is isomorphic 
to the set of universally junctive predicate transformers. Although that gives the 
strongest categorial results (Theorems 4.22 and 5.3) it fails to represent even the usual 
program properties like (6). Theorems 4.21 and 5.1 are most promising for refinement 
calculi. 
A further limitation of the lax span construction is that apparently it only gives the 
category of monotonic predicate transformers between powersets. Although non- 
monotonic predicate transformers have so far not seen use in program development, it 
is desirable to consider algebras of predicates more general than powersets. The 
standard predicate transformer semantics (e.g. [ 151) is given for arbitrary complete 
Boolean algebras; in fact complete lattices are sufficient. Abramsky has suggested that 
the logic of “observable properties” is not Boolean [ 11, and Specification Logic is not 
Boolean at higher types [45]; this is quite pertinent to specification of higher-order 
programs, but perhaps less justified for intermediate designs in a refinement calculus. 
Programs are not the only inherently ordered data type in conventional languages: 
e.g. consider languages with subtypes [43, lo]. The powerset model has the same 
problems for such types as it does for programs as a data type. The addition of 
concurrency to refinement calculi may also require predicates to be observation sets 
satisfying closure properties, so that they form a proper sublattice of a powerset. In 
future work [36] the author will present a lax coexponent for all monotonic predicate 
transformers in the setting of complete lattices, using definition (33) and upward 
closed sets as predicates. In that setting, Law 4.2 is an equality, ( -B) is a monotonic 
functor, and (10) becomes the same as (11). Moreover the lattice replacing p.(C >B) 
can be restricted so that cocur.fis continuous for feasible f: 
Turning to less theoretical issues, it remains to gain more experience with develop- 
ment of higher-order programs in refinement calculi, in order to find convenient 
notations and derived laws. This may involve reexamination of the type system. since 
the types of designs have typically been informal in investigations of imperative 
programming methods, but explicit types are very useful in practice. One benefit 
would be disentanglement of higher-order programs from procedure mechanisms; the 
entanglement is partly due to the fact that conventional languages have richer type 
systems for procedures than for programs. 2o Proper treatment of ordered data types 
would also make it possible to reformulate data refinement in terms of modules as 
records. As another kind of application, the author has generalized Lawvere’s recur- 
sion theorem for inductive data types [39], using de Moor’s [ 1 l] recent extension 
of inductive data types to predicate transformers. There the opposite category is 
‘“This is reflected in some theoretical work as well, e.g. the use of a single type “command” for state 
transformers regardless of state space (see e.g. 1461, which also discusses richer type systems developed by 
Reynolds and Oles for commands). For their purposes, the distinction between data types and “phrase 
types” IS crucial. 
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used, so the coproduct can be called a product in keeping with its operational 
interpretation. 
Subsequent to writing this paper, the author gave a semantics for an Oberon-like 
language with data-level variables, stored procedures, type extension, and the speci- 
fication constructs [38]. For this application, the data-level constructions of the 
present paper are essential. The language is interpreted in a model very close to that of 
the present paper, but the lax coexponent has to be modified to account for global 
variables of procedures. The usual restrictions are imposed in order to avoid aliasing; 
to reason about programs with aliasing requires more complicated models like those 
for Specification Logic [45]. It turns out that a strengthening of (27) not mentioned in 
Section 3 is quite useful: (f@ id) 0 (g 0 id) =f 0 g @ id for all fl g. 
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Appendix 
Proof of (54). Using definition (50) we need (54), i.e. 
cocur.((B @g) of) cg 0 c0cur.f 64.1) 
for all positively conjunctive g E [Fp. A +@.A’ and allf E p.C++p.(B@ A). The alge- 
braic proof of Law 4.17 for the first definition (35) of cocur depends on (27) being an 
equality, which holds because the predicate transformers involved are universally 
conjunctive. Unfortunately we need a somewhat involved data-level proof of (54) since 
g (and cocur. fdefined by (50)) need not be costrict. For any a E A’ and { c C-+B we 
show 
a~(gococur.f).< e a~cocur.((B@g)of).5 
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by cases. For the case a $ g.A we have cu.((B @ g)=f).a = abort by definitions of 0, 
1 and cu.f.u (which are, by the way, unfolded later). Hence 
a~cocur.((B@g)~f).< 
= (def(50), cu.((B@g)of’).a = abort) 
false 
3 [p.c.) 
a E (gi cocur.f).[ 
For the other case, a E g. A, we have 
u~(g’>cocur.f).< 
= {def i) 
u E g.(cocur.,f.[) 
= {g pos. conj., Lemma 4.8, a E g.AJ 
min.g. c cocur. f.5 
= {sets) 
(V~:dEmin.g.u:dfzcocur.f15) 
= jdef cocur, omit range h E C --+I?} 
(V~:dEmin.g.a:(Vh:hzcu.j:~:hE<)~cu.f:d #abort) 
E {p.c.j 
(V1r::(3d:dEmin.g.a:hzcu..f.d) 3 hot) (A) 
A (V~:dEmin.g.u:cu..f.d #abort) (B) 
(‘Z \- { see below } 
(V’h::h 2 cu.((B@g)cf).a $ hE() (C) 
A cu.((B 0 g) c f).u # abort (D) 
= {def cocur) 
a E cocur.((B @ g)of).< 
The implication step follows by predicate calculus from the respective implications 
between the first and second conjuncts there. The implication (C) 3 (A) follows by 
anti-monotonicity of 3 from 
(3d:d~ min.g.u :h 4 cu.,f.d) s cu.((B@g)z.f).u G h. (A.3 
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(D) s (B) holds because for any d E min.g.a we have 
cu.((B 0 g)of).a # abort s cu. f.d # abort . (A.3) 
For (A.2), we prove the equivalent formula 
(Vd: :dEmin.g.aAhzcu.f.d 3 cu.((B@g)of).aEh) (A.4) 
For any d the consequent cu .((B 0 g) 0 f).a c h of (A.4) holds because for any y E C 
and b E B we have 
b E cu.(@@ g)” f).a.y 
= (defs cu, o} 
@,a) E (3 0 g).(f.y) 
= {def 0, sets} 
(W(b) x6 cf.y:ueg.@ 
E {g pos. conjunctive, Lemma 4.8, a E g.A} 
(36:{b}x6cf.y: min.g.uEd) 
E {sets} 
{b} x min.g.u ~f.y 
= {sets} 
(Vx:x E min.g.u:(b,x)Ef.y) 
3 { p.c.} 
d E min.g.u s (b,d) ~f.y 
3 {p.c., d E min.g.u from antecedent of (A.4)) 
(b, d) E~.Y 
= {def cu} 
b E cu. f.d.y 
3 {h ACU. Jd from antecedent of (A.4)) 
b E h.y 
It remains to show (A.3), for any d E min.g.u. Given cu.((B @ g)o f).u # abort, there 
is some b and cp such that b E cu.((B @ g)o f).u.cp. We have 
b E CL@ @ g)” f).u.cp 
zz (as in preceding calculation} 
(b) x min.g.a cf.q 
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~9 {d E min.g.aj 
(kd) Ef.(P 
= (def cu) 
h E cu. j:d.cp 
hence cu. ,f.d # abort, concluding the proof of (A.3) and hence the proof of (54). ill 
Proof of (55). To show that (A.l) is an equality for universally junctive g, it suffices to 
show (A) s (C) and (B) SJ (D) in the proof above for the case a E g.A (that is the 
only case, for universally junctive g). 
(A) s (C) follows from the converse 
cu.((B@g)~f).a~h s (3d:dEmin.g.a:h?cu.,f.d) (A.5) 
of (A.2). Note first that by Lemma 4.10 and universal junctivity of g, min.g.a is 
a singleton ~ say min.g.a = {ej. Hence (A.5) holds because 
cu.((B@g)cf).aEh 
= {def L) 
(v’,?I’:hECU.((B~g)“.f).a.;~:hEh.~) 
= (as in calculation for (A.4)) 
(~‘,y:(V’:xEmin.g.a:(6,x)Ef.y):hEh.g) 
= - {min.g.a = {e}} 
(V h,l’:(h,e)Ef.j,:hEh.Y) 
= {def cu.f’) 
(Vh,‘r’:bEcu.f.e.?i:hEh.y) 
= {min.g.a = {e}, defn E, p.c.} 
(3d:dEmin.g.u:hzcu.f.d) 
(B) 3 (D) holds because 
cu.((B@g)of).a #abort 
= {def abort) 
(3b: :bEcu.((ii@g)cf).u.C) 
3 { as in calculation for (A.4)) 
(3b::jbJ xmin.g.asf.C) 
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E {min.g.a = {e), sets} 
( 3 b : : (b, e) ef.C) 
E {def cu} 
(3b::bEcu.f.e.C) 
E {def abort} 
cu. f.e # abort 
E jmin.g.a = {e}} 
(Vd:d E min.g.a:cu. f.d # abort) 
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